











WAAM Abstract

WAAM Abstract: 

The world of e-Commerce is forecasted to radically change, and blockchain 
technology will be the key to significantly transform the way companies interact 
with their customers. 

The global e-Commerce market is evaluated at about 3 trillion USD ; the fashion 
and beauty industries represent about 30% of this market (the fashion industry 
alone is estimated to reach about 1 trillion USD by 2023) . As such it has been 
selected to be our first use case, enabling WAAM to reach hundreds of millions of 
people making purchases online every day. 

WAAM is an innovative platform injecting Blockchain technology into the global 
e-Commerce market. WAAM platform provides retailers with access to huge 
marketing database, which includes consumers real purchase behavior as well as 
cross market retailers statistics, allowing retailers to reach a better targeted 
audience.  While also opening a direct communication channel between 
retailers and consumers, enabling retailers to send personalized offers tailored to 
their consumers’  needs.  

Online shoppers will benefit from WAAM, as they are constantly rewarded for 
sharing their private data with retailers, while still keeping ownership over their 
data having control to decide when and how their information will be shared.  
The WAAM’s blockchain protocol benefit external DApps  and Apps, as it enables 
them to monetize their users’ information, rewarding them whenever their 
database is accessed. 

Finally, WAAM will launch into the global e-Commerce sphere through a 
strategic partnership with inFASH, a fashion community network that connects 
fashion lovers, online shoppers, and retailers in a seamless and direct peer-to-
peer marketplace. This partnership will serve as WAAM’s first commercial use 
case. 

1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/379046/worldwide-retail-e-commerce-sales/ 
2 https://www.statista.com/outlook/244/100/fashion/worldwide#market-users 
3 Decentralized applications (DApps) are applications that run on a P2P network of computers rather than a single computer. 
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How will we do it?

The current e-Commerce ecosystem is heavily dominated by data giants, such as 
Facebook, Amazon, and Google. These corporations provide a useful service to 
retailers, as platforms to reach potential consumers. However, as often proven to be the 
case, they keep a significant share of data to themselves (user behavior patterns as 
one example) and often manipulate how ads are displayed. In addition, they offer no 
compensation to the end users for the usage of their personal data, despite the fact that 
the users are the most crucial cog in this marketing machine. 

These “middleman companies” use the digital footprint that users (online shoppers in 
this case) leave behind with every click. They analyze this data and build an overall 
profile on each user. Once they have a complete profile, they decide which data they 
would share with other players (retailers) and which they will keep for their own internal 
use. The end user whose personal data constitute the driving force behind this entire 
market, has almost no say in this entire process  .  

One of WAAM's goals is to change the current structure and place the power back in 
the consumer’s hands by returning data ownership to its rightful owner - the user.   The 
WAAM platform was built to enable users to choose whether they would like to share 
their entire profile or parts of it with retailers, in exchange for a fair compensation. In 
other words, WAAM stores the user’s complete personal data; including but not limited 
to: gender, body shape, purchasing history, likes, dislikes, comments, brand 
preferences, price preferences, browsing habits, and financial status. By utilizing 
blockchain technology, WAAM can safely capture, encrypt, and store users’ data, as 
well as build a fair and automated rewards allocation mechanism for users  . 

The compensation logic is simple; each piece of data is valuable, but some data is more 
valuable than other. The user’s compensation is determined by how valuable is the data 
to the companies with whom it is shared.  For example, when a user share their favorite 
clothes the retailer can offer them a customized offer with items similar to the ones’ 
shared. However, if the user also shares his or her body type or price preference, then 
the retailer can offer an even more personalized offers to match the user’s specific 
needs. The more personal an offer is the higher the chance the user will purchase the 
promoted items, hence worth more money to the retailer.  

Finally, WAAM provides retailers with a way to search and connect directly with 
potential consumers, eliminating the need for costly intermediaries. To do so WAAM 
utilizes a double consent mechanism, once to share the data and once again to get 
offers; this helps assure that the users’ privacy is being protected and prevent them 
from feeling harassed by unsolicited advertisement. Our unique retailers’ dashboard 
then allows retailers to simulate a campaign, find potential target audience and predict 
ROI before launching a new campaign. Effectively maximizing the potential of the 
retailers’ marketing budget.  

4GDPR regulations did provide at least a partial solution to this issue within the EU, as now companies do have to 
get user’s explicit consent to collect personal information and the user does have a right to request this information 
will be reported or deleted from the company’s servers (https://eugdpr.org/the-regulation/)  
5 Some of the data like pictures and non-profile related data will be stored off chain on trusted channels.
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Why use blockchain technology?

The digital assets (user activity, preferences, and behavior) are fully 
owned by the user and not by a centralized entity. Thus, compliant 
with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

Micropayments/microtransactions are made feasible with blockchain 
technology, which can accommodate even transactions too small to 
be processed on traditional platforms.  

Enabling consumers to directly connect with retailers of their choice 
(or other consumers), omitting the middlemen from the process. 

Tokens (as a reward method) can be used instantaneously across the 
world removing the need for separate payment systems per 
geographic location or transaction fees. 

Tokens are easier to secure, and using decentralized ledgers helps 
prevent fraud. 

   
A community governed ecosystem, that can trade fashionable items 
or any other product among themselves (second hand markets). 

Providing small/medium business (“SMB”) with access to resources 
and fully transparent database, normally only available to the bigger 
retailers. 

Gifts bought on the platform can be easily returned and exchanged by 
consumers not only at the retailer the gift was originally purchased 
from but rather at any retailer utilizing the WAAM protocol.  
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inFASH will be WAAM’s first commercial use case. 
inFASH is available on both android and iOS, as well 
as a web version. 

On inFASH, WAAM will provide all participants with an equal opportunity to become a “model” 
by sharing their favorite “looks”. The posted “looks” are auto-tagged using state-of-the-art 
image recognition technology, making each “look” shoppable, earning money for both the 
tagged retailers as well as the “model” who posted the “look”. Using retailers’ affiliation 
programs combined with inFASH’s auto-tagging technology, makes it simple for every user to 
immediately start earning money after installing the app. 

Users can also explore different styles that match their specific body shape, making for a more 
relatable and enjoyable shopping experience, while lowering the percentage of item returns. In 
addition, users can follow other members of the community; they can search for a particular 
item or based on a special event. When users come across an item that they like and want to 
purchase, all they need to do is click on the relevant item and the exact or a similar item will be 
displayed with information on the brand and price, providing for a seamless pic-to-purchase 
experience.  
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Technology is changing the way retailers 
and customers interact. According to 2018 
eCommerce trends , social networks 
encouraging product purchases are 
expected to dramatically grow over the 
next five years. 

Moreover, there is a continuous change in 
purchasing habits ; mobile impulse 
shopping is becoming more prominent  , 
as well as technologies facilitating such 
transition; starting f rom the product 
discovery stage to the actual product 
purchase. In fact, about 30% of online 
shoppers say that they would be likely to 
make a purchase based on information/
images they saw on a social media 
network . If we look at Pinterest for 
example, 20% of online shoppers indicated 
that they would purchase an item that has 
been pinned on their friend’s board. 

Furthermore, the creation of digital wallets 
has also been a contributing factor to the 
rise of mobile commerce, as they help 
people get more familiar with digital 
payments. This trend started with more 
common wallets such as PayPal, Amazon 
Pay, Visa Checkout etc and is expanding 
with the rapid global spreading of e-
Commerce. In the near future, it is 

expected that multiple wallets will be 
s i m u l t a n e o u s l y u s e d o n a s i n g l e 
smartphone.  

In addition, influencer marketing is one of 
the fastest growing trends in online 
shopping. Not surprisingly, it seems 
consumers tend to trust other people’s 
o p i n i o n s o v e r a n y o t h e r t y p e o f 
advertisement, with almost a quarter of all 
online shoppers (23%)   saying that they are  
m o s t i n fl u e n c e d b y s o c i a l m e d i a 
recommendations. However, the largest 
factor, with 42% of shoppers claiming it as 
the decisive component in their shopping 
process, is recommendations given by 
friends and family, which shoppers see as 
the most reliable source.   

Finally, most online shoppers prefer 
purchasing a product when they can see it 
brought to life with images (78%). On top of 
t h a t , p r o d u c t r e v i e w s ( 6 9 % ) a n d 
testimonials (42%) were also named as a 
decisive factors in the purchasing decision 
making process  . These statistics indicate 
that the closer the virtual experience of 
online shopping is to the real-life one, the 
more likely are shoppers to complete a 
purchase.  

6 https://www.godatafeed.com/blog/2018-and-beyond 
7 https://econsultancy.com/smartphones-and-tablets-drive-an-increase-in-impulse-buying-online/ 
   https://www.retaildive.com/ex/mobilecommercedaily/mobile-to-change-impulse-purchases-forever-storefrontbacktalk 
8 Breaking the information down to generations: 51% of Millennials, 36% of GenXers and 14% of baby boomers state that they would be likely to make a purchase via over social media. 
9https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/ecommerce-trends/#147-online-shopping-statistics-behind-why-these-ecommerce-trends-matter-most 
10https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/ecommerce-trends/#147-online-shopping-statistics-behind-why-these-ecommerce-trends-matter-most 

The environment we operate in:  
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Users  
A person who downloaded the inFASH app 
but has yet to post a look or shop using the 
app. Users are rewarded with WAAM Tokens 
by taking part in various activities within the 
a p p . Fo r ex a m p l e : c o m m e n t i n g o n 
someone’s look or agreeing to view an offer 
from a retailer. In addition, any user can 
become a “model” by uploading a “look”, 
which will expand their channels for 
obtaining Tokens. 

Shoppers  
A user who shopped using the inFASH app. 
Shoppers can receive Tokens for purchasing 
from retailers affiliated with inFASH, as well 
as from retailers looking to boost their sales. 
Once earned, the Tokens can be used by 
shoppers to pay, in partial or in full, for 
desired items on the app.  

“Models”/Influencers “ 
A user who posted a look on the inFASH app. 
“Models” can start earning Tokens as soon as 
they upload their first “look”. “Models” receive 
Tokens for each purchase made by a shopper 
buying an item they tagged on their “look”. 
They can also get Tokens from retailers 
interested in promoting their products using 
them as a promoter.  Once earned the 
Tokens can be either used for shopping 
within the app or can be converted to fiat.  

Stylists  
A user who provides styling services to 
community members for a fee (to be 
charged in Tokens). Stylists will serve as the 
link connecting between the app, the 
“models” and the users, helping users find 
the “looks” that suits them most.  

Retailers 
inFASH is currently cooperating with more 
than a thousand retailers to direct traffic 
from the inFASH ecosystem to retailers’ 
websites. Retailers will accept WAAM 
Tokens and fiat as a form of payment, as 
well as use Tokens in order to pay for referral 
fees and product promotions within the 
app (paying the “models”/influencers).  

Retailers will also have access to the 
database, consisting of all the information 
received from the inFASH users, and will be 
able to approach users directly by offering 
them Tokens as a reward for their time and 
attention. In the first phase, inFASH will 
allocate Tokens to retailers for free, so that 
they will be able to immediately offer 
discounts and benefits to the users. 

Note: a person can belong to multiple categories simultaneously. Users can be shoppers,   
“models”/influencers, and stylists all at the same time. 

WAAM community’s economy across inFASH 



The value proposition:

Value 1:  Generating incremental revenue 
Users will take a part in an economy that incentivizes and rewards them with WAAM 
tokens for activities benefiting both themselves as well as the growth of the community. 

Value 2: Restoring personal data ownership 
As users interact across e-Commerce platforms within the WAAM ecosystem, they 
generate a digital footprint of their shopping interests and habits, which is recorded off-
chain together with information on transactions provided by merchants. Users can then 
choose to keep their personal data private, or to monetize it by agreeing to share it (fully 
or partially) with retailers and brands. 

Value 3: Minimizing item returns 
More than 30%   of all products purchased online are eventually returned; compared with 
a return rate of only 8.89% in “traditional” brick-and-mortar stores. Within the fashion 
sector, 22% of returns are due to shoppers complaining that once arrived the items 
“looked different” than what they originally saw online. To tackle this, WAAM will utilize 
inFASH’s novel search feed mechanism for addressing sizing compatibility in online 
purchases. The customizable feed allows users to view and follow real, everyday “models” 
whose styles and body types they can relate to. This will allow them estimate more 
accurately how the clothing items will look on their physiques, providing a more true-to-
life sizing method, which should reduce the number of products returned. 
 
Value 4: Retail Power Tool 
The Retail Power Tool will allows brands and retailers, regardless of how big or small, to 
access and analyze a complete and fully transparent database of online shoppers, which 
is consensually released by shoppers interested in monetizing their digital shopping-
footprint.  
Having a more comprehensive understanding of the users will enable retailers to better 
identify and target potential customers. Using a state of the art dashboard retailers will 
now be able to manage their campaign while constantly monitoring their ROI.  

11https://www.invespcro.com/blog/ecommerce-product-return-rate-statistics/

inFASH’s economy Use Cases: 

inFASH has created an internal economy that incentivizes and reward users according to a set of 
predefined rules. The rewarding system will be based on the WAAM Tokens, using an internal 
wallet WAAM is currently developing.  
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How does it work?

Simple affiliation process: 
1. People download the inFASH app and create an account 
2. Users upload a “look” (the “looks” are all auto tagged with relevant shoppable items) 

making them an inFASH “model”. Users click on the “Shop now” button viable once a 
tagged item is selected. 

3. Users are redirected to the retailer’s website to purchase an item: 
a. Option A: User pays the retailer with WAAM Tokens. 
b. Option B: User pays retailer with fiat. 

4. Retailers pay inFASH a substantial affiliate fee: 
a. Option A: retailer pays the affiliate fee with WAAM Tokens. Using a smart 

contract, Tokens can be paid directly from the retailer to the referred “model”. 
b. Option B: retailer pays affiliate fee with fiat 

5. InFASH pays the “model” with WAAM Tokens their respective fee. 
6. The fiat money received by inFASH from retailers will be exchanged to WAAM Tokens 

Second hand market: 
1. The ”models” can also choose to sell the items shown in the “look” directly to other 

users. 
2. The user and “model” will agree on a price, in WAAM Tokens, amongst themselves. 

SMB: 
1. Many SMBs don’t have the marketing capabilities required to get the proper exposure 

for their products. 
2. Using the WAAM platform, SMBs can choose a “model” with large amount of followers 

and pay them with WAAM Tokens for their help in promoting their products.  
3. The SMBs can also create its own profile on inFASH and push its product directly, same 

as on other social media platforms.  

Data, Power tool mechanism: 
1. WAAM receives the user/”model” personal information and digital footprint from 

inFASH and puts it on the blockchain (off-chain). 
2. WAAM provides retailers with an analytic tool to help them harness this data.  
3. The retailer can use this tool to analyze the data and create lists of targeted potential 

customers.  
4. Once the retailer has a campaign set up and allocate budget (in WAAM Tokens), they 

will be able to directly communicate with the targeted audience and send them 
personalized offers.  

5. The APP will distribute Tokens to the audience according to the retailer’s budget and 
only potential customers that agree to take part in the campaign will be able to keep 
Tokens.  

Contact us: info@waamtoken.io  www.waamtoken.io
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